JPPF Registry Resources:
Victims and Human Trafficking Readings for Assignment
Introduction:
This resource list is a selection of readings from the website about victims of human
trafficking specifically selected to support participants completing the Victims and Human
Trafficking assignment.
The resources are a mixture of materials to raise awareness and educate about victims of
trafficking and vary from quick easy reading with simple messages and definitions used to
inform and educate, to a copy of the United Nations Palermo protocol and US Trafficking in
People that provides comprehensive data and compliance reports for all its signatories.
Any trainer/facilitator or person assessing the assignment should make themselves familiar
with the material and pre-select the reading that is applicable for the intent of the training
session and choose the reading that fits with the level of participants.
Some of the reading material is provided in a hard copy, with a link if possible. The material
listed in the digital resources are only accessible from the internet links that we have
provided. You might find other resources and articles that can be added to the list and this
should be refreshed as often as possible.
If participants have access to the internet, they can source their own copies to read.
Otherwise, consider printing all the resources and create your own ‘library’ of articles and
allow the participants to read and exchange these before the session.
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These are my recommendations for essential reading.
•

Polaris articles –
for the simple way they presented the concepts and information which would suit
education and raising awareness

•

UN Article 6 of the ‘Palermo Protocol’ –
specifically related to trafficking and clearly sets out the obligations and
responsibilities and has significance for courts

•

‘Fighting human trafficking from multiple angles’ –
concise and evocative using simple language, addressing the steps and approaches
needed to combat human trafficking

•

UN ‘Trafficking in persons report, 20th edition’ –
giving a summary on the state of each country and recommendations for the actions
required to improve.

•

NZ Ministry of Business, Innovation and Enterprise, 2020 – ‘Combating Modern
Forms of Slavery - Draft Plan of Action against Forced Labour, People Trafficking and
Slavery, 2020-25’
Action plan for ideas for consideration in the assignment

•

U.S. Department of State, June 2020 – ‘Trafficking in persons report, 20th edition’
comprehensive with findings and information on different forms of trafficking,
initiatives and the narratives give statistics and data on performance for all signatory
countries as well as recommendations on actions to take to improve. The narratives
are the largest portion of the document but the most relevant for individual
countries
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Reading list:
•

Human Trafficking Institute, 2019 “Fighting human trafficking from multiple angles”
by Cherisse Francis

•

International Labour Organization (ILO), 2020 –
FUNDAMENTALS, Toolkit on Developing National Action Plans on Forced
Labour, Geneva: International Labour Organization, 2020.

•

International Labour Organization (ILO) and European Commission, 2009 “Operational indicators of trafficking in human beings”

•

Ministry of Justice, 2003 –
“The needs of Pacific Peoples when they are victims of crime”
by Dr Ana Hau’alofa’ia Koloto, Koloto & Associated Limited

•

NZ Ministry of Business, Innovation and Enterprise, 2020 –
“COMBATTING MODERN FORMS OF SLAVERY Draft Plan of Action against
Forced Labour, People Trafficking and Slavery, 2020-25”

•

United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner for Human
Rights, Palermo Protocol, Article 6, 2000 –
“Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons Especially
Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime”

•

Polaris –
“Is it human trafficking? You might be surprised.”

•

Australian Government Australian Institute of Criminology Trends and issues
in crime and criminal justice No 428, November2011 –
“Vulnerabilities to trafficking in persons in the Pacific Islands” by Jade Lindley
and Laura Beacroft
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Digital Resources:
•

Pacific Island Reports, Pacific Islands Development Program, 2014 “FSM Makes Strides Against Human Trafficking” by Bill Jaynes

•

U.S. Department of State, 2020 –
“U.S. Engagement in the Pacific Islands: 2020 Pledge Fact Sheet

•

U.S. Department of State, June 2020 “Trafficking in persons report, 20th edition”

•

U.S. Department of State, June 2020, Micronesia, Federated States of: Tier 2,
Prioritized recommendations, p358 “Trafficking in persons report, 20th edition”

•

Nevada Attorney General’s Office –
“Warning Signs of Human Trafficking”

•

Polaris –
“Recognizing Human Trafficking It’s Not knowing the Signs – It’s Knowing the
Story”

•

Polaris –
“Recognizing Human Trafficking: Vulnerabilities & Signs of Recruitment”

•

Polaris –
“Recognizing Labour Trafficking”
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